Buildings and
infrastructures
E

ngineering in the building and infrastructures domains calls upon very specific
techniques for which experience counts enormously, intervening par ties are
numerous and organisational processes are paramount. Purposely developing

our skills, know-how and social competencies is one of the keys to our investment.
This global, rewarding approach is an integral part of our quality system,
applied to all of our missions in order to make your projects grow.
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BUILDINGS AND
INFRASTRUCTURES
A broad realm of expertise
Girus is specialised in large public and private
equipments. We are involved in independent
projects in all engineering domains relating to building
construction and infrastructures, with this work
complemented by our energy and environmental
know-how. Our interventions regroup a number
of technical assignments, which predominantly call
upon several domains of expertise. It is consequently
essential to gather, mobilise and organise
the assessment and interventions of engineers
and technicians. The consolidation and sharing
of skills plays an important role in the success
of our great organisation.
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At the service of a
structured organisation
Every project demands organisation to provide
a customised solution that exploits our technical,
economic and legal expertise, while guaranteeing
our time and money commitments are upheld.
For every project, our engineers are mobilised
around a manager who is the executive-in-charge.
S/he is the client’s main representative who draws
upon all of his/her experience and expertise
to manage the project. S/he is a rigorous expert
who fully masters the quality system procedures.
S/he leads a cross-disciplinary team with all the
respect this organisation merits. This management
system respects the ISO 9001:2000 standard (Quality),
the ILO-OSH:2001 guidelines (Safety) and the
ISO:14001:2004 standard (Environment).

With competent,
team players
The men and women at Girus embody the essence
of its business. Their motivations and personal
progression are essential. Their ability to rise to
challenges is often put to the test. On each project,
they are measured against the effectiveness and the
quality of their commitment. This success is measured
through the satisfaction of our clients who judge the
global work of a team. It is consequently vital
to adapt a proactive position and a global outlook
on our projects. Our missions require precise
analyses in technical domains, which are then

consolidated into work groups made up of experts
in multiple fields: cost control, flawless planning,
mastered operation of future equipment…
Our solutions and organisations, combined with
necessary adjustments to regulatory, technological
and commercial revolutions, are collectively unified
around a global project.

Building a sustainable future
All of our trades and professions are directly
confronted with the issue of sustainable development
and provide meticulous solutions in response to this
reality. Our actions follow this development philosophy
to strengthen our added technological value to clients
and enable us to conquer challenging new fields
of engineering. We are dedicated to mastering
the criteria of sustainable development, along with
the approaches and support methods for our clients’
future perspectives, so that we can provide lasting
solutions customised to every context or project.

Our daily activities: in the field
Every project is born from a finding, a few ideas,
and a handful of criteria. We help you to define
the programme, to clarify the steps and to identify
the pitfalls.
We accompany the implementation.

In practical terms, we are involved in
BUILDINGS
- Project management at every level and for every process
- Construction economics
- Geotechnics and special foundations
- Main structure and other structures
- Metal and wooden roof frames
- HVAC engineering
- High / low current
- Intelligent buildings and networks
- Plumbing, water treatment
- Industrial and commercial refrigeration
- Industrial and medical fluids…
- Fire safety
- Natural and artificial lighting

INFRASTRUCTURES
- Management of road, rail, waterway projects
and diverse networks
- AEU: an environmental approach to town planning
- Geotechnics, civil engineering and developments
- Landscape promotion
- Urban hydraulics
- Urban lighting
- Transport and traffic flows, «soft» transport
- Energy networks (gas, electricity, district heating)
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1/ Alliance business centre - Haute-Savoie (74).
Ettori-Révillon architectes.
2/ Shopping centre arcade in Archamps (74).
3/ Redevelopment of Place des Jacobins in Lyon (69).
Jacqueline Osty architecte.
4/ Le Quadrant, the national conservatory of music, dance
and dramatic art in Suresne (92). BRS architectes.
5/ Cœur de Ville shopping centre in Le Creusot (71).
René Imholz architecte.
6/ HEQ accommodation, Buire joint development zone in Lyon (69).
AKTIS architectes.
7/ Sorting centre in Dijon (21). Patrice Gobert architecte.

BU I L D I N G S
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I N F R A S T RUCTURES
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ENVIRONMENT

Lyon
France
Tel.: + (33) 4 37 45 29 29
lyon@girus.fr

Casablanca
Morocco
Tel.: + (212) 522 98 20 53
maroc@girus.net

Paris
France
Tel.: + (33) 1 53 44 75 01
paris@girus.fr

Katowice
Polska
Tel.: + (48) 126 381 229
polska@girus.net

Bucarest
Romania
Tel.: + (40) 758 011 468
romania@girus.net

Shanghai
China
Tel.: + (86) 216 299 62 74
china@girus.net
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GIRUS’ agency
GIRUS intervention site

GIRUS is Quality Safety Environment certified.
We print on eco-friendly paper.The timber used in its production
comes from certified forests whose administrator provides environmental and social guarantees.
Vegetable based inks used.
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